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were simulated for a single trait determined by additive genetic,
environmental effects in a sheep flock. The proportions of variance due
2 0.05 or 0.10, with an extra
2 = 0.30 or 0.60 and c
to genotype and cytoplasm were h
2 0. For all five parameter sets, two periods (10 or 20 years)
set in which h
2 0.30 and c
were considered, with the same number of records in each case. Ten replicates of each were
run so that 100 independent data sets were obtained. A ten-year data set with half the
number of animals was also run, giving 150 analyses in all. Data sets were analysed by
derivative-free restricted maximum likelihood, fitting four models, which included additive
genotype alone or in combination with either or both an additive genetic maternal effect
and a cytoplasmic effect. If the cytoplasmic effect were omitted from the analysis model,
heritability and maternal variance were overestimated. If cytoplasmic effects were included,
parameter estimates were close to true values. Heritability did not affect the power of tests
2 0.10 than for c
2 0.05. Detection of
for cytoplasmic effects, which was higher for c
cytoplasmic variance was more likely with data spread over 20 rather than over 10 years,
and power was reduced with fewer data.
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Résumé - Détection d’effets cytoplasmiques sur des caractères de production : incidence du nombre des années avec données. On a simulé des données pour un caractère déterminé par les effets génétiques additifs, cytoplasmiques et de milieu, dans un
troupeau de moutons. Les parts de variance phénotypique dues aux effets génétiques et
2 0,05 ou 0,10 respectivement, avec une
sont h 0,30 ou 0,60, et c
cytoplasmiques 2
2 0. Pour les cinq ensembles de paramètres, on
série supplémentaire où h
2 0, 30 et c
considère deux périodes (10 ou 20 ans) avec un nombre égal des données dans les deux
cas. On a fait dix répétitions pour chaque situation, et donc 100 fichiers indépendants
sont obtenus. Un fichier couvrant 10 années avec un nombre d’animazix réduit de moitié
est analysé aussi, soit 150 analyses en tout. Les fichiers sont analysés par la méthode
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du maximum de vraisemblance restreinte (REML) avec un procédé sans dérivées. Quatre
modèles ont été ajustés, incluant, soit le génotype additif seul, soit le génotype additif
plus l’un des effets cytoplasmiques ou génotype additive maternel, ou les deux. Quand
le modèle d’analyse excl!t l’effet cytoplasmique, l’héritabilité et la variance maternelle
sont surestimées. Quand le modèle inclut l’effet cytoplasmique, les paramètres estimés
approchent leurs valeurs vraies. La puissance des tests des effets cytoplasmiques est plus
élevée pour c
2 0,10 que pour c
2 0, 05, mais elle ne dépend pas de l’héritabilité. La
détection d’effets cytoplasmiques est plus probable avec des données réparties sur 20 que
sur 10 ans, et la puissance du test est diminuée quand le nombre de données diminue.
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INTRODUCTION

Although dam and sire contribute equally (with the exception of sex-linked genes in
the heterogametic offspring sex) to the genotype of their offspring, it is accepted that
progeny performance is affected more by the dam than by the sire (Hohenboken,
1985). A maternal effect may be defined as any influence on a progeny phenotype
attributable to the dam, other than nuclear genes. In mammals, milk production,
intrauterine environment and parental care are common components of maternal
effects, which may be both genetically and environmentally determined.
Another possible source of maternal effect is the cytoplasm, especially mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), which is maternally transmitted (Wagner, 1972). In recent
years several studies following that of Bell et al (1985) have presented evidence
for the influence of cytoplasm on production in cattle. However, Kennedy (1986)
pointed out that careful analysis of data was needed to demonstrate the occurrence
of a cytoplasmic effect, and that in particular it was necessary to account for the
influence of nuclear genes. An assessment of the importance of fitting an appropriate model was made by Southwood et al (1989). They simulated data with a
conventional maternal effect, with a cytoplasmic effect, or with both, in addition to
an additive genetic effect. They then analysed the simulated data using models that
included only a maternal effect, only a cytoplasmic effect, or both, as well as an
additive genetic effect. When the correct model was fitted, the parameter estimates
matched the true values, but estimates were biased when an incorrect model was
fitted. They simulated a dairy cow population over 60 years, and analysed data
from the last 30 years, with about 4 500 records being used.
In Australian Merino sheep it would be unusual to have such a data set, and
most data sets would extend over 10-20 years. Over such a period, a separation
of cytoplasm and maternal genotype might be more difficult to achieve. We have
therefore undertaken studies of the effectiveness of estimating cytoplasmic effects
in such populations. Most such populations would be undergoing selection, unlike
the random choice of parents simulated by Southwood et al (1989), and so we have
simulated populations under selection. Boettcher et al (1996) also used simulation
of a dairy cow population with cytoplasmic effects but their interest was in
biases introduced through ignoring cytoplasmic effects, and not in the detection
of cytoplasmic variance. In this paper we report results for a model that includes
an additive genetic effect and a cytoplasmic effect.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data were generated by computer simulation of a sheep flock with five age groups
of breeding ewes and two age groups of rams. It was assumed that initially all
breeding animals had been randomly chosen from the base population, while the
juvenile animals were also a random sample of the base population. Thereafter, a
fifth of the breeding ewes and a half of the rams were culled each year and replaced
by the best available hoggets. The basic simulation used 10 rams and 200 ewes,
with data being simulated over 20 or 10 years. Another set of simulations used 20
rams and 400 ewes for mating each year, with data simulated over 10 years.
Each animal had an additive genetic value and a cytoplasmic value. These were
added, together with a random environmental deviation, to give the phenotypic
value. Except for the base population, an animal’s breeding value was the average
of its parents’ breeding values, plus a segregation effect in which allowance was made
for parental inbreeding. An animal’s cytoplasmic value was that of its dam. The
seed for the random number generator was different for every run of the simulation
so that all replicates were independent. The 10-years data sets were simulated
separately from the 20-years data sets.
The trait under selection was assumed to have a heritability (h
) of 0.3 or 0.6,
2
with cytoplasmic variance (c
or
as
a
of
0.05
0.10
fraction
phenotypic variance.
)
2
Cytoplasmic and additive genetic effects were uncorrelated. For a heritability of
0.3, another series of runs with cytoplasmic variance set to zero was carried out,
making a total of five models. Ten replicates were simulated for each model. With
three data structures described above (population size, number of years) this gave
150 data sets for analysis.
The data were analysed using an animal model restricted maximum likelihood
procedure and a derivative-free algorithm (Graser et al, 1987). The DFREML
computer package (Meyer, 1989, 1991) was employed to fit four different models to
the data. These were models 1, 2, 3 and 7 in DFREML terminology. The models
are described in table I.

The

cytoplasmic model

used for simulation

was:

The

complete model fitted

to the data

(model 7)

was:

where y is a N x 1 vector of observations, b is a vector of fixed effects and X,
m and Z, are incidence matrices relating fixed effects (b), random additive
, Z
a
Z
genetic effects (a), maternal genetic effects (m), and cytoplasmic origin effects (c) to
y, respectively, and e is a vector of random residual effects. The variance-covariance
structure among the random effects for the full fitted model was:

with all covariances zero. Here A is the additive genetic relationship matrix between
animals, aflis additive genetic variance, 0
,2 m is maternal genetic variance, a
2is
environmental
c is an identity matrix of order
variance, I
cytoplasmic variance, !eis
e is an identity matrix of order equal
equal to the number of cytoplasm origins, and I
to the number of records. For model 3 it was assumed that c
0, for model 2 that
m
0 and for model 1 that both c and m were 0. Fixed effects included in the
model were year of record and sex. A single record at hogget age was analysed.
For the fitting of the cytoplasmic effect the female in the base population from
whom the cytoplasm descended was identified. The convergence criterion chosen for
7 in the likelihood values for
stopping the estimation procedure was a variance of 10the simplex. Standard errors of parameter estimates were obtained from variation
between replicates. The probability of finding significant cytoplasmic effects was
assessed by use of likelihood ratio tests of model 7 versus model 3, assuming that -22
times the difference in log likelihoods had approximately a chi-squared distribution
with one degree of freedom. This test is an appropriate way to test significance
of the changes in the likelihood function when additional terms are included as
explained by Rao (1973).
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RESULTS
Parameter estimates with their standard errors (calculated from variation among
replicates) are presented in tables II, III and IV for different data structures. The
results of the log likelihood tests are presented in tables V and VI.
When there was no cytoplasmic effect in the simulated data the estimated heritability was always close to the true value. In the presence of a cytoplasmic effect,
2 was omitted from the fitted model.
heritability was always overestimated when c
Estimates of h!and C
2 with the model fitting additive genetic and cytoplasmic
effects (model 2) were all close to the true values for all data sets across all sets
of parameters, although a few values differed from the true value by more than
two standard errors. With a model that included the maternal genetic effect as
the only additional random effect (model 3), estimates of h
2were higher than for
model 2. According to the log likelihood ratio test presented in table V a complex
model (model 7) fitting the additive genetic effect, maternal genetic effect and cyto2
0.10 gave, as
plasmic effects gave significantly better fit than model 3, and c
2= 0.05 since a larger X
expected, greater power than c
Z implies a greater power
or probability of rejecting the null hypothesis. Moreover, heritability did not affect
=

the ability to detect a cytoplasmic effect. The average X
2values were higher for
the larger data sets, but among the larger data sets, they were higher for 20 years
rather than 10 years. Furthermore, table VI, in which the numbers of significant
z values for replicates for each data set are presented, also indicates that the
x
20-year period was slightly more likely to show significance than a 10-year period,2
even with the same amount of data. In table V it can be seen that the average X2
value for 20 years is about twice that for 10 years with an equal amount of data,
and thus with smaller cytoplasmic contributions the difference in power would be
more noticeable.
DISCUSSION

Overestimation of heritability by model 1 across all sets of parameters and periods
z
= 0, indicated that with an analysis model lacking cytoplasmic effects
except for c

some

of these effects

are

then attributed to the additive

2 estimates
2 is accounted for by fitting model 2, C
C

genetic effect. When

not different from the
true values. Higher estimates of heritability with model 3 compared to model 2,
showed that with model 3 some of the cytoplasmic effects are then attributed to
the additive genetic effect and most attributed to a maternal effect. Southwood
et al (1989) stated that if an appropriate animal model is applied to the data,
variance components can correctly be partitioned among additive direct, additive
are

maternal and cytoplasmic effects. Model 7, including the additive genetic effect,
maternal genetic effect and cytoplasmic effect was used to demonstrate cytoplasmic
variation, distinct from maternal genetic effects, since in real data as distinct from
our simulated data we can not know that there is no maternal effect other than that
of the cytoplasm. The ability to detect a cytoplasmic variance component does not
seem to depend on the amount of additive genetic variance. The importance of the
number of years is clearly illustrated in tables V and VI. Within the same period

of 10 years, power was lower when the amount of data was halved. However, for a
given amount of data, the power is higher if the data is spread over 20 rather than
10 years. Thus data extending over a number of years is preferable, but if enough
records are available, it is worth analysing data from a short period.
The major difference between 10 years and 20 years of data for the detection
of cytoplasmic effects is the difference in number of generations in which the
cytoplasm may become independent from nuclear genes of the founder females. The
distributions, averaged over all simulations, of cytoplasmic generation numbers are
shown in table VII. Distributions were checked for different simulation models and
were virtually identical in all cases except for the difference between the number
of years. With 10-year data, less than 20% of cytoplasms are separated from the
founders by more than two generations, but for 20-year data the value is greater
than 50%.

In this study there were no non-cytoplasmic maternal effects to complicate the
simulation. Further work is in progress to investigate cases where a genetic maternal
effect occurs.
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